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“Y“Y“Y“Y“You Should be Thrilled!”ou Should be Thrilled!”ou Should be Thrilled!”ou Should be Thrilled!”ou Should be Thrilled!”
That’s what a reporter on the phone told me, in a somewhat

impatient and agitated voice, when I started asking questions
about the audience for an interview he wanted me to do.

But we’ll get back to that shortly, because first we need to
talk about marketing for a few minutes.

You see, people tend to have an extremely difficult time
getting their hands around what marketing actually is. They
confuse peer awards with performance, branding with business
success, and recognition with results.

In the final analysis, the objective of good marketing is fairly
straightforward:

1. Identify potential markets

2. Present your message effectively and affordably

3. Get prospects to “raise their hands” and express interest

4. Make the initial sale

5. Cultivate a mutually beneficial long-term relationship

You would think that once people finally get that, as most of our
members do, that they would become immune to the kinds of distrac-
tions that cause them to veer off of their well conceived marketing
strategies.

Buffy DuPont, the subject of last month’s interview, told about a
client of her automotive-repair business who kept hounding and pester-
ing her to put a coupon in his direct-mail package sent to homeowners
in her general area. This type of marketing piece wasn’t in her current,
successful marketing funnel. She had tried it before with disappointing
results.

But he was a customer and he kept asking so she did it, mostly to
get him off her back.

The results were predictably poor, bad enough that the return on
investment (ROI) didn’t justify the expense. You see, Buffy is an ex-
tremely savvy marketer and pretty much knew what to expect.

But what happens to businesses that don’t have a plan? How do they
accomplish their marketing? Well, in most cases, they give in to a con-
tinual stream of media salespeople trying to get them to place ads in
magazines and newspapers, insert coupons in mailing packages, buy
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times the “sexy” option
isn’t always the most
effective one. Some-
times, it’s not even
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Tales From 
The Road...

Expect The UnexpectedExpect The UnexpectedExpect The UnexpectedExpect The UnexpectedExpect The Unexpected

Most of the time, when I’m presenting, I’m
speaking to one of two types of groups:

• Association Executives: Helping them
increase membership and retention and get record
attendance at their events

• Entrepreneurs and Small-Business
Owners: Helping them get more customers and
increase revenue

These are very concrete objectives and very
appropriate for these types of groups. But every
so often I get the opportunity to speak to a group
whose objectives are less motivated by financial
results than they are by social and personal ones.

The last program I presented in 2006 was for
the Florida Hospice and Palliative Care associa-
tion. The room was filled with about 500 people,
mostly frontline providers of care for terminally ill
patients. It’s a very difficult and very stressful job.
It kind of makes “professional speaking” seem
like a walk in the park in comparison.

I was about 20 minutes into the 90-minute
keynote presentation. The audience was fantastic;
the interaction was great; and everything was
going smoothly.

Until I happened to see one of the meeting
planners standing in the back of the ballroom
frantically waving her hands to get my attention.
When I acknowledged her, she announced to the
room as loudly as possible (she didn’t have a
microphone) that there was an emergency in the
hotel and we all had to leave the building. Now.

You could almost feel the energy drain from
the room as everyone started to get up from their
seats and head for the doors.

Now when something unexpected like this
happens, you have to think quickly and act imme-
diately.

So while I still had my mic, I told everyone to
stop where they were for just a second. In my best
“command voice,” I told everyone that what I had
to share with them was going to help them in
their personal and professional lives and was far
too important for an “emergency” to get in the
way.

I explained that we were going to continue the
session in the parking lot.

Mind you, I had no idea at the time exactly
how I was going to pull this off - I didn’t even
know what kind of emergency it was - but I knew
for certain I was going to try something.

As it turned out, before we even had a chance
to leave the room, the meeting planner received a
message from the hotel staff that it was a “false
alarm” and that we could stay in the room.

Although this wasn’t an earth-shaking, life-
threatening problem, it sure seemed like it was at
the time. And it provides us with an important
lesson you should consider in your own business:

Anticipate problems and have contingency
plans in place.

Of course, you can’t anticipate everything that
could possibly happen to derail your plans. But
there are some things you can assume will happen
from time to time.

In the speaking business, you know that at
some time, right in the middle of your session, the
fire alarm will go off, the power will fail, or some-
one will have chest pains, hopefully not from the
presentation. Knowing that this is likely to happen
at least once, you can consider how you’ll react
before it happens instead of having to scramble
during the program itself.

Look at your own business, your business
processes, and your customer interactions. Deter-
mine what problems you might anticipate before
they happen.

Ask yourself, “What could go wrong?” “How
can I prevent it from happening?” “How will I deal
with it if it does occur?”

Answering these questions well in advance will
help you make timely decisions when problems do
occur. Plus, you’ll look like a genius when you
solve these problems quickly and satisfactorily for
your customers.
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Marketing 

Successes
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What’What’What’What’What’s In It for Me?s In It for Me?s In It for Me?s In It for Me?s In It for Me?

It’s easy to lose sight of
what’s important when trying
to promote a product or
service to your market. Some-
times going back to basics is
all it takes to get great results.

And that’s exactly what
Regina Jordan did. Regina is
Director of Education for the Realtor Association
of West/South Suburban Chicago, and she’s
responsible for setting up education programs for
her member Realtors.

During a consulting call, we reviewed the
marketing materials for a program the group was
offering. I provided some “technical” recommen-
dations, but the most significant observation I
made was that almost all of the promotional copy
talked about the presenter: her background and
credentials, and the details of her program.

There was virtually nothing in the copy that
talked about the benefits a person would get by
attending the session.

Unfortunately, it was impossible to make any
changes at that point. That was unfortunate
indeed because the program had a total of only
13 registrations.

But that didn’t happen again. On the next
program that Regina wrote (Exhibit #1), she
made sure the copy focused on specific benefits
that would be received by attending the session.

And the results speak for themselves. That
simple change resulted in over 200 registrations
for that program - a 1,438 percent increase that
delivered over $20,000 in additional revenue to
the bottom-line!

Sure, you could make the case that it may
have been the subject matter or the presenter
that was responsible for the huge increase in
registrations, but I can assure you that the previ-
ous subject was relevant, and the presenter was
eminently qualified to deliver it.

You’ll do well to follow Regina’s lead. The key
to crafting an irresistible offer is to make abso-
lutely certain that your offer communicates ex-
actly what’s in it for the prospect.

This old expression comes in quite handy
when you’re trying to communicate the benefits
of anything your prospects will access via the
computer, which includes software, presentations,
and web sites.

You can write manuals and “cheat sheets” on
how to navigate these areas, but for the best
results, nothing beats pictures. And what’s better
than still pictures? Movies, of course!

And that’s where a great program I found can
help. It’s called Camtasia and it basically functions
the same as taking a “screen shot” of your com-
puter, except that you can actually record a
“movie” of everything you see on your screen - as
it’s happening - and even record your own de-
scription of what’s happening at the same time!

What’s more, you can easily edit the movie
after you record it to zoom in and out, highlight
relevant parts of the screen, and add notes and
“callout” boxes.

And when you’re done editing, you can burn
the final copy to a DVD or CD-ROM or upload it
to your web site so people can access it directly
from their computers.

And this is all surprisingly affordable. We’ve
used it ourselves to demonstrate the on-line
message board we use in my Coaching and
Mastermind groups. Plus some of the product
resources I invest in myself use this as their pri-
mary method of content delivery.

The software is available from most on-line
dealers and catalogs, and you can find out more
by visiting www.camtasia.com.

Make it Easy
Continued from p. 8

Great marketing is essential if you’re going to
stay competitive. But if you can’t deliver at the
front-end, then why should people even think that
you’ll be able to deliver down the line?

Look at your processes and procedures and
make sure they make it as easy as possible for
people to do business with you!
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What I Did on MyWhat I Did on MyWhat I Did on MyWhat I Did on MyWhat I Did on My
WWWWWinter Vinter Vinter Vinter Vinter Vacationacationacationacationacation

This month’s
“Magic Lesson” is
actually four lessons:
three individual
concepts and the big
strategy they all
have in common, which is the most important one
of all.

I’m writing this on my way back from Mexico
where my family and I spent ten days at the Club
Med village in Ixtapa on Mexico’s southwestern
coast. In fact, this was a “working vacation” - not
because I’m working on the flight back home, but
because I was actually working at Club Med - as
the magician.

Club Med has a great program called Club
Med Artists where it brings in entertainers in
various fields (musicians, circus artists, and, of
course, magicians!) to make the experience a
memorable one for the guests.

Everyone benefits: Club Med because it’s able
to offer great entertainment; the guests because
they are able to enjoy live bands and other per-
formers, and my family and I because we too get
a great vacation.

It’s always fun because you never know who
you’ll meet there. On this trip, for example, we
spent time with a retired all-star baseball player
who roomed with Willie Mays and played with
Jackie Robinson in the Major Leagues.

And for the second time in three years at a
Club Med village, I got to spend time with jazz
legend Pat Metheny - a really nice guy in addition
to being probably the world’s best jazz guitarist.

But let’s get on with the three important
concepts, and see if you can figure out the big
strategy as we go forward.

Concept #1: Testimonials are Like Gold

I started performing magic at Club Med
Villages in 1995 when, during a paid visit to the
Sandpiper Club Med Village in Florida, I found out
that the company brought in outside entertain-
ment.

A quick conversation with the “Chief of Vil-
lage” (aka “general manager”) got me an invita- Continued on p. 6

tion for our first trip. This was a great success,
with lots of people filling out comment cards
about how much they enjoyed the magic.

When the Chief of Village mentioned this to
me, I did what any good marketing person would
do: I asked if he would write a testimonial letter
for me, which he did. (Exhibit #2)

This one engagement has led to at least a
dozen more trips, and more testimonial letters.
(Exhibits #3 - #5)

Why are these testimonials so important?
Because nothing is static - things are constantly
changing. Originally, performers were booked
individually by each village, so if the person in
charge didn’t know you already, a letter from one
of his of her peers almost always opened the door
for us.

As the years passed, the company centralized
the booking of these performers into the regional
office in Miami, under the direction of a regional
entertainment manager.

Again, letters from three Chiefs of Village
(some of whom themselves had been promoted
into the regional office) ensured that we kept
going back.

And two years ago, the company decided to
outsource the booking procedure to a talent
agency in Montreal. We had to go through an
application process just as if we were starting
from scratch. But when I got to the section that
asked for videos and promotional material, I
simply attached my stack of letters from Club Med
managers and I was in.

And I haven’t stopped getting these testimo-
nial letters - every time I work with someone new,
I get a letter. In fact, one Chief of Village was so
busy, he asked if I could write the letter myself, e-
mail it to him, and he would look it over and sign
it. (See if you can pick out which letter this was
from the exhibits!)

Of course, once you know what a good testi-
monial should look like, you’ll quickly realize that
this is the best possible outcome of all.

The very fact that my family and I have been
able to enjoy these vacations for so long is a direct
result of these testimonials. You really can never
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But I Don’But I Don’But I Don’But I Don’But I Don’t Have Tt Have Tt Have Tt Have Tt Have Time–ime–ime–ime–ime–
I’m TI’m TI’m TI’m TI’m Too Successful!oo Successful!oo Successful!oo Successful!oo Successful!

One of the biggest problems
people have at work - and in
their lives in general - is that
there just doesn’t seem to be
enough time in the day to get
things done, especially if you’re
in a position of responsibility in
your organization.

Of course, there’s another
problem that really can take our

already busy schedules and turn them into even
more of a mess. I’m certainly guilty of this...and
you may be to.

What is this insidious problem that can compli-
cate our lives to no end?

Success.

I know what you’re probably thinking - how
can success be a problem? Well, it’s not our
successes that are the problem, but rather the
precedent they set. And it can be a dangerous
precedent at that.

The fact that you’re an Inner Circle Member
means that you’re already successful in what you
do - only successful people take the time to invest
in their own personal and professional develop-
ment.

That generally means that you take on - even
seek out - the tough projects and the most chal-
lenging opportunities. And, I’ll bet that in most
cases you accomplish what you set out to do,
sometimes by sheer force of will.

And that puts into play a pattern that will have
every tough project falling into your lap - whether
you want them or not. And you’ll succeed at those
too!

Whenever I start showing the signs of stress
from having too much on my plate, my wife is
always kind enough to point out that I was the one
who put it on my plate in the first place!

Add to that your commitment to get even
better at what you do, and the plate starts to get
very heavy and difficult to handle.

As an example, I spend over ten thousand
dollars of my own money on my education every

Being 
Your 
Best

year - partially to learn the best techniques to use
in my business, and partially to find the newest
strategies to share with our Members.

In the month of December alone, I received
five CDs and three newsletters, participated in
five teleseminar and mastermind calls, and have
three MP3 downloads I have to listen to!

You may have a similar pile of “stuff” to
process. Or yours may not be quite this exten-
sive. Either way, to get better, you have to con-
tinually expose yourself to new ideas, and that all
takes time.

So how is it possible to stay on top of all of
this? Let me share two important strategies that
can help you stay on top of your plans.

1. Be Selective

I once took a speed reading course. The
instructor had a pile of magazines, newspapers,
memos, and mail he brought with him. He said
that that was what crossed his desk in a week. It
was a BIG pile.

Then, to illustrate one of the most important
tools in his speed-reading arsenal, he took about
half of the pile and threw it into the trash. “Look
how fast I read that!” he said.

You don’t have to read every article, listen to
every CD, participate in every call, or attend
every class. You do have to be selective in what
you do.

2. Be Efficient

You have to be ruthlessly efficient in how you
utilize your time. For example, as a rule, I’ll take
all of my CDs and MP3 files and put them onto
my Treo phone. Then, when I’m in the car,
working in the yard, or shopping, I can listen to
the important information that can help me grow
my business.

You can’t manufacture more time, but you
can become more efficient in how you use the
time you do have.

Learning how to “kill two birds with one
stone” will help you get the most from your time!
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My Winter Vacation
Continued from p. 4

have too many of these, and you should work
diligently to accumulate as many quality testimoni-
als for your own business as is humanly possible.

Concept #2: Don’t Argue with Hard Data

The “Boutique” gift shop in the Club Med
village sells all kinds of items: suntan lotion, batter-
ies, bottled water, and souvenirs. It also sells
appropriate “island” clothing like bathing suits,
“pareo” wraps, and T-shirts.

One of the most popular of these is a shirt
that simply says, “Club Med” with the number
“45” in big, bold letters below it. When we asked
the staff about the significance of the number 45,
none of them could explain it.

Finally, one longtime staffer explained that
Club Med had introduced these for it’s 45th
anniversary, back in 1995. It also printed T-shirts
with the number “50” to coincide with its 50th
anniversary.

During a casual analysis of sales numbers, Club
Med discovered that the boutique in one of its
smaller villages was selling many more T-shirts
than other larger villages. As it turns out, this store
had found some leftover “45” shirts and people
bought all of them. It seems that shirts with the
number 45 substantially outsold shirts with the
more “current” number 50.

So Club Med did what any smart marketing
company would do: it reintroduced the “45” shirts
at several other villages, and they sold well.

Now, you can get these “45” shirts at all of
the villages, even though the actual significance of
the number has long since faded.

A simple lesson here: if people want to buy
shirts that say “45” and they’re willing to pay for
them, then get them produced and on the shelves,
even if it doesn’t seem to make sense.

Do you have similar opportunities in your own
organization to do this? Don’t let your own precon-
ceptions about what your market wants keep you
from delivering what it really wants!

Concept #3: Learn from the Pros

One day during our trip, my wife and I, and
my son, who’s in college, took a water taxi out to
Ixtapa Island, where we enjoyed some snorkeling,

some freshly grilled seafood, and a fantastic view.

While we were on the beach, we were ap-
proached at regular intervals by vendors selling
everything including fresh fruit, carved wooden
statues, silver jewelry, and beaded necklaces.

The vendors had varying levels of proficiency
in English, but boy, could they sell:

“No charge to look!”
“Special price!”
“Take a look - I won’t bite!”
“Okay, I give it to you for 20 pesos...”

And on and on it went. More interesting than
their finely honed sales skills was my son’s reac-
tion. He’s majoring in Hospitality and Tourism
Management with a minor in Business.

As these vendors approached my wife (it
always seemed to be her they targeted) my son
just sat back in his chair and watched the vendors,
intently studying every nuance of the interchange,
in much the same way he studies his opponents
during a poker game.

When I asked him what he was doing, he
answered, “I’m learning how to sell.”

Learning Takes Place All Around You

This brings us to the most important lesson of
all, learning isn’t limited to a formal classroom
setting. There are significant opportunities to
watch, observe, and learn all around us.  In fact,
the most important lessons reveal themselves in
the most uncommon and unexpected places.

In a bookstore. On the train. And yes, even on
vacation. The key is to keep your eyes and ears
open, stay alert, and enjoy the bigger and more
interesting classroom of everyday life.

Ask for Ron’Ask for Ron’Ask for Ron’Ask for Ron’Ask for Ron’s Advices Advices Advices Advices Advice

Get your specific question answered right in this newslet-
ter. Simply e-mail your question to us at:

asktheexpert@qualitytalk.com

If you ask , we’ll leave off any specific company names,
and only give the particular industry or profession.
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You Should Be Thrilled
Continued from p. 1

radio and TV airtime, and place Yellow Page ads
in seven different directories.

The sad truth, however, is that many of the
people selling these various media really don’t
know much about effective, results-oriented
marketing. What they do know a lot about is
selling media space.

Instead of paying up front for the media
purchase or ad design, you might suggest instead
that you pay them a specific amount for each lead
generated by their product - a number computed
by analyzing the long-term value of your customers
or members, the conversion rate of your pros-
pects, and the maximum amount of money you’ll
pay to get a new customer.

What you’ll hear is a long list of excuses about
why that won’t work - all centered around the idea
that there are too many variables in play to really
make that work.

Don’t believe it. You have to measure the ROI
on every marketing and advertising dollar you
spend, and be able to track it to the penny. And,
more importantly, you need to make absolutely
sure that you’re investing your most valuable
asset, your time, in areas that will get you the
greatest possible return.

Which brings me back to the reporter.

In the week leading up to a much-needed
holiday vacation with my family, I got a message
from a reporter for a major media network. He
had apparently found me through our Drive-You-
Nuts.com web site and wanted to interview me
about bad service and what consumers can do
about it.

After a few rounds of voice mail, we finally
managed to connect. He told me how much time
the interview would take, and explained that it
would be edited down and distributed as a
Podcast.

It sounded okay on the surface - I’ve been
interviewed by The New York Times, The Wash-
ington Post, and ABC Radio, so I’m used to these
kinds of requests.

But this was on Monday, and we were leaving
for vacation on Thursday, so there was a lot of
work to get done that week before we left.

So I did exactly what you should do every time
an “opportunity” like this presents itself to you:
get all the information you can, and decide
whether it’s worth your investment in time,
money, and effort.

Who was the target audience? How many
people typically listen to the Podcast? When would
it be distributed? He didn’t know the answers to
any of these questions.

Okay, could I offer his listeners free informa-
tion to help them get better service that I could
make available through a trackable web site?

He didn’t know. But he did start getting a bit
“testy” with me and said that no one had ever
asked these kinds of questions before. Mostly,
they were thrilled to have the opportunity to be
interviewed and get the publicity.

Finally, he said he’d have to ask his editor and
get back to me. I never heard from him again.

Now, some people might be shaking their
heads in disbelief about this, thinking “Hey Ron,
you moron, you just missed out on a fantastic
opportunity!”

Maybe. But I really don’t think so. And the
reason goes back to what we’ve been discussing.

At first glance, the opportunity to be inter-
viewed by a major media network might seem
attractive - even seductive. But let’s look at the
facts:

1. He didn’t know the size of his audience

2. He didn’t know about his airing schedule

3. There was no measurable way to gather
         leads

Couple all of this with the fact that there was
a lot of really important work to get done that
week, and the decision to pass becomes much
clearer and easier to understand.

In much the same way, you need to be just as
deliberate in how you allocate and invest your
resources. Sometimes the “sexy” option isn’t
always the most effective one. Sometimes, it’s not
even appropriate at all. Get a handle on this, and
the effectiveness of your marketing efforts will
increase to a level that will surprise you!
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For questions about your subscription, e-mail us at
newsletter@qualitytalk.com

QualityTalk, Inc.
Raleigh, NC 27614
Phone: 919-842-3845
Fax: 919-488-9041
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As we enter a new
year, many of our Members
are making New Year’s
resolutions to seriously
apply our marketing strate-
gies to increase the number
of qualified leads they get.

And while that’s an admirable goal, they may
be missing one important piece of the puzzle.

In my live programs, I always make a point of
explaining that, regardless of what the sign over
the door says, everyone - absolutely everyone in
the room is in fact in the Marketing and Customer
Service business.

They have two important objectives: getting
new customers or members, and delivering a value
proposition so strong that people don’t even think
of going anywhere else.

So if that’s the case, then what’s the problem
with getting a lot of new leads? Well, that all
depends on what you do once you get them.

I’ve seen cases where a brilliant marketing
piece produces the desired effect, namely, getting
the prospects to take some action - whether
making the initial purchase or simply “raising their
hands” to request additional information - only to
be met with obstacles when they tried to do so.

As an example, I had a client who asked me
to critique an e-mail she was sending out to her
membership to get them to register for an educa-
tional seminar.

The e-mail was actually pretty good, and I was
sufficiently interested that I actually clicked on the
link myself to see what came next.

Where did I end up? At a page with informa-
tion on the event? At a sales letter expounding
upon the benefits of attending? No, when I clicked
on the link in the e-mail, I found myself at the
client’s Home Page.

So now, I was going to have to sift through all
the “About Us” and “Our Mission” and “Contact
Us” links to somehow find out more about their
event.

But it was much worse than that - I couldn’t
find information on the event anywhere on the
page - or on the site for that matter.

So I got the client on the phone and explained
the situation to her. “Oh,” she said, look at the
three boxes on the right-hand side of the page -
one of them is about the training program.

I looked them over carefully, but I was pretty
sure that none of them was the one she was
referring to. “Hit the Refresh button,” she said.
So I did, and three new boxes on three different
subjects replaced the first three. But none of these
was the right one either.

“Try again,” the client said. So I did. And
then, to my absolute delight, three new boxes
appeared, the middle one of which was the one I
was looking for.

“So let me understand,” I said to the client,
“you write a pretty good sales letter that you e-
mail out to your entire list - one good enough that
it got me to follow the link - and then you make
me keep hitting the Refresh button like a slot
machine hoping the right box appears?”

So maybe that was a bit harsh on my part, but
sometimes that’s what it takes to get people’s
attention. And, of course, when it was presented
to her in that way, she got the message loud and
clear, and made sure that the link went directly to
a page dedicated specifically to the event.

And this kind of thing happens all the time:
you can’t find a sales clerk when you’re ready to
pay; no one answers the phone when you want to
place an order; the car service taking you to the
airport fails to show up on time.

(All things that have happened to me in the
last three months!)


